with our Secure and Stylish
Composite Door Range

Inspiring Ideas For Your Home

So what’s the difference?
Natural timber grain effect
Our composite doors have a solid grained laminate external and internal face,
which not only looks like natural timber but is warp resistant and will not swell like
traditional timber doors. Quality is in the detail and our composite range includes
all the extras that make the entrance to your home stylish and welcoming.

Solid framed and 1.7 inches thick
What’s in a door? Conventional PVC panel doors are available
with a range of reinforcing from just polystyrene to 4mm or
9mm MDF. Our composites have a solid frame, timber core and
aluminium lock strip to keep your property safe.

No discolouration over time
The GRP skin on our range of composite doors means that your door will retain the
colour you originally ordered throughout its lifespan. Timber doors require painting,
whilst PVC doors tend to fade and discolour over time.

Invisible gasket seal
Our glazing cassettes conceal the unattractive black rubber
gasket that you normally find on PVC doors. If you prefer a
stylish door with the technical detail tucked away, choose one
of our composites.

Darkwood & oak woodgrain
The new woodgrain door is really GRP. After months of development our ‘Darkwood’ &
‘Oak’ doors complement our Rehau foil frame. Our woodgrain doors are guaranteed to
give a unique ‘real timber’ look for a decade.

Available in a variety of colours
Do you want your home to look the same as everyone else’s?
Express your style with our wide selection of composite door colour
options.

Create a warm, stylish and
secure entrance to your home
The door can be as individual as you like. Our composite door range is a diverse
collection that combines classic and modern styling. We’ve brought together the very best materials
on the market to provide the best in strength, ease of maintenance, security and weather resistance.
Our doors will be white on the inside as standard. However, the following door styles are available
with Oak or Darkwood on the inside.
Addington, Arden, Belfry, Birkdale, Bowood, Carnousite & Woburn
We have an array of colours available to choose from to suit any style of property:

Colour Disclaimer: We have made every effort to make the colours shown as close to the finish of the products themselves. However, we cannot
guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of printing technology. Therefore gloss levels and colour in the brochure cannot be relied upon.

Security
As with any door, security is key. That’s why we use a Yale cylinder and key in
conjunction with our high security multi point locking system.
You can upgrade to a ‘Kitemarked Yale’ door cylinder and key. The cylinder
includes anti pick, bump, drill, snap and extraction features recognised by
British Safety (BS) standards.

Hinge
We use the SFS Dynamic 2D-F Hinge. When it comes to the fitting of the product
the multi-dimensional adjustment ensures the correct fit and finish.
SFS Hinge Options - We offer a white SFS hinge on all doors as standard. We are also
able to provide gold, chrome & silver finish hinges if required.
(Colour differences may occur.)

Threshold
We offer two types of threshold to choose from. Our low PVC threshold height is
52mm whilst our low and slim aluminium threshold stands at 15mm.
All our doors are easily accessible and you only have to take a small step across
the threshhold to enter your home. Our aluminium threshold is also sutable for
wheelchair users.

Door Funiture
There is a comprehensive range of door furniture available in white, black, gold,
silver and bright chrome. We can offer various styles to compliment your door.
Our accessories are simple and smart. You can add a spy hole, numerals or door chain.
Spy hole height - Our standard height is approximately 1460mm. If this is not
suitable the knocker/spy will be supplied loose, leaving you to decide the position.

Glass Design & Backing

Autumn™

Artic™

Chantilly™

Charcoal Sticks™

Contora™

Cotswold™

Digital™

Everglade™

Florielle™

Flemish™

Mayflower™

Minster™

Oak™

Pelerine™

Sycamore™

Stippolyte™

Taffeta™

Warwick™

The above textured glass range is a trade mark of Pilkington plc.

Composite Backing Glass Options
When choosing your glass please use the table below listing standard backing glass and whether you can change the
backing, lead and/or motif colours. It also states which glass designs come with triple glazing as an added benefit:
Type

Options

Backing Glass

Changeable

Note

Clarity

Brass, Zinc

None

No

A

None

No

A

Crystal Bohemia

Stippolite

Yes

Crystal Diamond

Stippolite

No

Stippolite

Yes

Stippolite

No

Cotswold

Yes

Stippolite

Yes

Finesse

None

No

A

Flair

None

No

A

Fleur

Stippolite

Yes

Mackintosh Rose

Stippolite

Yes

Classic

Crystal Harmony

Blue, Green, Red, Frost

Crystal Tulip
Diamond

Blue, Green, Red

English Rose

Murano

Black, Blue, Green, Red

Stippolite

Yes

Zinc Art

Abstract, Elegance

None

No

A

Note A - These units are triple glazed and obscurity is provided by a film applied to the middle pane around the bevels.
Therefore you can still see through the bevels.

ADDINGTON

The Addington is a stylish, yet traditional door
that will fit into any period property. Here it is
featured in green with Stippolyte glass and gold
furniture.

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)

(no pattern required)

1971mm - 2081mm

Crystal Harmony
(Blue, Green,
Red or Frost)

Crystal Bohemia

Diamond

(Blue, Green, Red)

English Rose

Finesse

Flair

Fleur

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue,
Green or Red)

Murano

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

Crystal Diamond

Classic

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Zinc Art Elegance

(no pattern required)

Our composite doors incorporate the latest
technology and design to provide you with a secure
and stylish entrance door.

The Arden provides a classic entrance to your
home. Here it is featured in white with Crystal
Harmony glass and satin chrome furniture.

ARDEN

Classic

1971mm - 2081mm

(Blue, Green,
Red or Frost)

English Rose

Finesse

Flair

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue, Green
or Red)

Crystal Diamond

Diamond

(Blue, Green, Red)

Fleur

Murano

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

Crystal Harmony

Crystal Bohemia

You may feel that a simple obscured glass is all that
is needed otherwise there is a range of glass designs
to choose from.
832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

The Belfry is one of the most popular entrance
doors in our range. Here it is featured in red with
red diamond glass and silver furniture.

BELFRY

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)

(no pattern required)

Low Threshold

1971mm - 2081mm

BELFRY SOLID

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

Crystal Diamond

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Classic

Crystal Harmony

Crystal Bohemia

Diamond

(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

(Blue, Green, Red)

English Rose

Finesse

Flair

Fleur

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue, Green,
Red)

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Murano

Zinc Art Elegance

(no pattern required)

The Belfry is also available in solid form without
glazing. All the colours are available.

The Birkdale has a large glass area, which allows
more light into your home and comes with some
elegant glass designs. Here it is featured in green
with crystal eternity glass and gold furniture.

BIRKDALE

Clarity
(Brass)

Crystal Bohemia
(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

Crystal Eternity

(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

English Rose

Fleur

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue, Green,
Red)

(no pattern required)

Crystal Harmony

Murano

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Zinc Art Elegance

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

(no pattern required)

As with any door, security is key. That’s why we
use a Yale cylinder and key in conjunction with our
high security multi point locking system.
We insist upon an aluminium lock strip, so that
the positioning of the lock remains constant,
resulting in fewer problems caused by the natural
expansion and contraction experienced in different
temperatures.

The Bowood allows you to create a bespoke
entrance to your home. The large glass area lends
itself to individuality, whilst our range of glass is
available to guide you. Here it is featured in black
with Mackintosh rose glass and gold furniture.

BOWOOD

Diamond (Blue,
Green, Red)

Crystal Diamond

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

Fleur

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Clarity
(Brass)
(no pattern required)

Crystal Harmony

Crystal Bohemia
(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

English Rose

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue, Green,
Red)

Murano

Zinc Art Elegance

(no pattern required)

Our door furniture is salt spray tested and has
outstanding resistance to chemicals, solvents and
corrosion. Therefore, our products won’t tarnish and
gradually fade to a dull unattractive finish. Our doors
are designed to resist the harshest elements and stand
the test of time.

CARNOUSTIE

The Carnoustie provides a classic entrance to your
home. Here it is featured in black with brass art
clarity glass and gold furniture. Additional glass
designs are available for the Carnoustie One.

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)
(no pattern required)

Classic

Crystal Diamond

Crystal Tulip

Finesse

Flair

Murano

(Black, Blue, Green,
Red)

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Zinc Art Elegance

(no pattern required)

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

CARNOUSTIE ONE

Fleur

Mackintosh Rose

English Rose

Crystal Harmony Crystal Bohemia
(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

The Cavendish door features two or four glazed
panels that make the entrance of your home more
vibrant and welcoming. Here it is featured in oak
with brass art clarity glass and gold furniture.

CAVENDISH

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)

Classic

Finesse

Flair

(no pattern required)

Zinc Art Abstract

Zinc Art Elegance

832mm - 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

(no pattern required)

CAVENDISH TWO

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

CAVENDISH SOLID

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

(no pattern required)

The Prestwick is a contemporary design that sits
well with today’s modern properties. The two
offset glass panels provide an alternative focus
and make an individual statment.

PRESTWICK

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)

Low Threshold
1971mm - 2081mm

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

(no pattern required)

798mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Flair

Classic

Crystal Diamond

Murano

Zinc
Art Abstract

(Black, Blue,
Green, Red)

Finesse

Zinc
Art Elegance

(no pattern required) (no pattern required)

Our doors have been tested to withstand the smallest
showers to the heaviest downpour. We want to
ensure that your door doesn’t leak or whistle in the
wind. All our doors have therefore been tested for
watertightness, air permeability and wind resistance.

SUNNINGDALE

The Sunningdale features two semi circular glazed
panels that will provide your property with instant
character. This door particularly suits modern
marina and seafront properties with its nautical
style. It can also be a nice accompaniment to a
feature porthole or circular window.

Clarity
(Brass & Zinc)

(no pattern required)

Crystal Tulip

Classic

Crystal Harmony

Crystal Bohemia
(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

(Blue, Green, Red
or Frost)

English Rose

Finesse

Flair

Fleur

Mackintosh Rose

(Black, Blue, Green,
Red)

Murano

Zinc Art Abstract

(no pattern required)

Zinc Art Elegance

798mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

(no pattern required)

Choose from our colour options and glass designs
to create the perfect finish for you property. Here
it is featured in white with Bohemia glass and
bright chrome furniture.

TURNBERRY

The Turnberry is a modern design with two or four
glazed squares, which are centrally aligned on the
door. If you have a contemporary property, the
Turnberry could be the perfect combination of
subtle modern design.

Finesse

Flair

Zinc Art
Abstract

Zinc Art
Elegance

(no pattern required) (no pattern required)

Here it is featured in black with zinc art elegance
glass and bright chrome furniture.

798mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

TURNBERRY TWO

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

Our composite doors come with an oversized letter
box that can easily accommodate your Sunday
paper without any problems. The frame, flap and
internal nylon brushes are built to last and treat
your post with care. The flap is spring loaded, so
that is closes perfectly every time and opens to
180 degrees.

The Tralee is a stylish door that will fit into any
property and consists of glazing on the handle
side of the door. Here it is featured in blue with
minster glass and bright chrome furniture.

TRALEE

Finesse

Flair

Zinc Art
Abstract

Zinc Art
Elegance

(no pattern required) (no pattern required)

Choose from our colour options and glass designs
to create the perfect finish for you property.

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

We offer a choice of frame colours that can
compliment your chosen doors style, our standard
crisp white finish being the most popular.

798mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Our composites are also availibe as back doors
The rear door of a property can often be
neglected. This need no longer be the case as we
have a range of doors that are ideally suited to be
used at the rear of your home.

The Troon has a large glass area in contrast to
the Upminster. Whilst you may feel that a simple
obscured glass is all that is needed, there is a
range of glass designs to choose from.

TROON

As with all of our doors you can also add a splash
of colour or a bespoke design to our composites.

Autumn™

Artic™

Chantilly™

Both the Troon and the Upminster share the
same slab size and measurements.

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

UPMINSTER

832mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Our more classical range of composites are ideally
suited to rural properties. Much like traditional
timber doors, they incorporate georgian bars that
separate the glazing.

WALTON

Autumn™

Artic™

Chantilly™

Charcoal Sticks™

Contora™

Cotswold™

Digital™

Everglade™

Florielle™

Low Threshold

1971mm - 2081mm

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

WENTWORTH

832mm- 1030mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

Both the Walton and the Wentworth share
the same slab size and measurements.

The Woburn and Woodhall are the perfect cottage
doors, working well in properties old and new. They
both share the same slab size and measurements.

WOBURN

WOODHALL

Flemish™

Mayflower™

Minster™

Oak™

Pelerine™

Sycamore™

Stippolyte™

Taffeta™

Warwick™

There is a comprehensive range of door
furniture available in white, black, gold, silver
and bright chrome.

Add 30mm for a cill if required

1971mm - 2081mm

Low Threshold

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

798mm - 1030mm

SIDE PANELS

Side Panels
Our range of composite side panels match the
colour, style, security, sound and heat insulation
of our composite doors.
All of our decorative glass ranges are available in
the various side panel styles, so that every little
detail matches correctly.

PVC 1995mm - 2105mm

BELFRY

467mm - 686mm
Add 30mm for a cill if required

ADDINGTON

ARDEN
LEFT

CAVENDISH
TWO

ARDEN
RIGHT

CAVENDISH CAVENDISH
SOLID
FOUR

Toplights
Just like our side panels and side lights, we are able
to add a toplight to the entrance of your home.
Toplights can be glazed with a simple obscured glass
to compliment the design or include a matching
decorative glass design.

